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Key Components
◗ Universal Screening
◗ Manipulative Based
◗ Progress Monitoring
◗ Explicit Instruction
◗ Language Acquisition
◗ Home Connections
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A Standards-Based Curriculum
Moving with Math®
Connections Pre-Kindergarten
Moving with Math® Connections Pre-Kindergarten is a standardsbased curriculum designed to prepare pre-schoolers for success in
®

kindergarten. To accomplish this goal, Moving with Math Connections
Pre-Kindergarten emphasizes the discovery and understanding of essential
math concepts and the acquisition of appropriate math literacy needed
by young learners to succeed in their math education.
The program is designed around two principal features:
▲ an activity-based, language-rich instructional model
▲ a standards-based learning and assessment system
aligned to state and national standards

Moving with Math® Connections Pre-Kindergarten
A developmentally appropriate, carefully scaffolded, and rigorous curriculum
✔ Number: Developing an understanding of number, including classifying and sorting,
counting, and comparing
✔ Geometry: Identifying shapes and describing spatial relationships
✔ Measurement: Identifying measurable attributes and using them to compare objects
✔ Adding and Taking Away: Developing an understanding of such concepts as “one more”
and “one less,” and using that understanding to solve practical problems related to putting
sets together and taking sets apart
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Curriculum Materials
Everything a Teacher Needs for Success!
Teaching Tools
Unit Planners
◗ pacing calendars
◗ overview
◗ vocabulary
◗ materials
◗ annotated bibliography—

Teacher Manual

130 children’s stories

Daily Teacher Support

Oral Review

PK-18 more or

Pre-Screening
Pre-Kindergarten
________
________________
________________
________________
Name ________

✿

1

Unit 3 Review

◗ structured 1-2-3 lesson plans
◗ scaffolded lesson sequencing
◗ lightly-scripted lessons
◗ children’s story activities
◗ learning center activities
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s time
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Unit 1
Letter

Assessment Tools
Universal Screening
◗ one-on-one manipulative based screening
◗ paper-and-pencil screening for groups
◗ reproducible blackline masters
◗ screening also available in Spanish
Record Sheets
◗ reports by class and individual student
◗ all questions matched to objectives
Progress Monitoring
◗ daily oral reviews
◗ observational assessments
◗ unit reviews and post-unit assessments

© Math Teachers
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Unit 7 Letter

Teachers
Press, Inc.

Reinforcement Tools
Differentiation and Skill Building
◗ storyboards to model stories
◗ targeted skill-building practice
◗ games to play with manipulatives
◗ learning center activities
◗ Skill Builders also available in Spanish
Family Math
◗ family math letters for each unit
◗ suggested children’s books
◗ activities for home
◗ family math also available in Spanish
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Universal Screening
Standards-based screening assesses the mathematical proficiency
of individual students and of the class as a whole.
The pre-screening is a 30-question manipulative based assessment designed to be
administered on a one-on-one basis to individual students. The teacher or teacher aid
guides the testing, observes the student’s response to each question, and records the
student’s performance on the Individual Student Record Sheet. A paper-and-pencil version
of the test for whole group screening is also included in the Teacher Manual.

Pre-Kindergarten Manipulative-Based Screening Instructions
LEARNING STANDARD

♥

PK-3 identify more and fewer

Display 4 red teddy bears on one storyboard
blanket card (Card 1) and 5 blue teddy bears
on another copy of the storyboard blanket card
(Card 1) in front of the student.
Say: Which blanket has more bears? Point
to the blanket that has more bears.

Teacher displays
storyboards with
4 and 5 bears,
respectively.

4

Which blanket has
more bears? Point
to the blanket with
more bears.
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Connects to instruction
Best practice studies indicate that standards-based screening is a
reliable tool for guiding differentiated instruction.

♥

Class

Record

Sheet

PK-3 identify more and fewer

School

T

Student Name
1

Bates, Jessie
Cooke, Cato
Esher, Jake
Jones, Cyril
Kim, Mike

2

3

PrePostPrePostPrePostPrePostPrePostPrePost-

Andersson, Fran

Teacher observ
es
ⴛ ⴛ
student’s answ
er
and records
ⴛ
results.

Student

Record

Sheet

Pre-K Student Progress Report

Pr
eTe
st
Po
stTe
st

Student

Student points
to the correct
answer.

This blanket has
more bears.

Bates, Jessie
Numeration, Sorting and Patterns

x
x

PK-1

Identify and sort by color.

PK-2

Compare two sets of objects to determine if
they have the same number.

x

PK-3

Identify which of two sets has more or less
objects. Determine which of two sets of
objects has many objects or just one object.

PK-4

Identify and extend a pattern using color,
people, objects, pictures and numbers.

PK-5

Count the number in a collection of up to ten
objects through active participation. Match
sets of 0 to 12 objects with the written
numbers.
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Children’s Stories
Children’s stories engage students in problem solving and demonstrate
real-world applications of math.
Children’s stories provide students with original problems to be solved, ways to

Let’s count the
ducks— “one
duck, two ducks,
three ducks …”

practice mental math, and opportunities to develop problem-solving skills. In most
children’s stories, engaging illustrations help frame the problem and excite a child’s
interest in finding a solution. More than 130 story-based activities are described
in the Connections StoryTime bibliography to

introduce or

extend the lesson.

Kids
love
Sample

the
stories!

6

StoryTi

me

Activit

y
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Connect to literacy
Explicit instruction in math vocabulary is enhanced by discussing
the “math” presented in children’s stories.
Children’s stories add excitement and give students an opportunity to use informal
and formal language when talking about math. Many common words have very precise
meanings when used in the domain of mathematics. Children’s stories about counting,
adding one more, pairing, and other mathematical operations help students understand
the “math meaning” of everyday words.

Sample

StoryTime

Activity

Lesson 23
E - A Pair of Socks, Murphy, Stuart J.

Summary: This book introduces pattern
recognition as a sock searches the house for
its lost mate.
Give each student a pair of socks that have
been cut out of white drawing paper. Put a very
simple design on one sock. For example, a red
straight line at the top. Have each student copy
the design onto the other sock so that the pair
of socks matches. After you have checked to
make sure that each student has a matching
pair of stocks, take one sock from each student
and place it on a bulletin board titled, “A Pair of
Socks.” Take the other sock from each student
and place it in an envelope or box. Each student
will come to the box, pick a sock, and then
find its matching partner on the bulletin board.
This makes a great learning center activity
for matching.
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enters
C isLforearning
children’sC
stories
Learning Centers provide a place for students to extend their understanding of new concepts and engage in more independent work.
Learning centers serve several purposes. They offer a natural place for small group
activities. They provide a control point for the gradual release of responsibility
to students and groups of students as they engage in increasingly independent work.
They enable students with diverse learning styles to practice new skills in multiple
settings. Learning center activities are identified in the lesson plans by the icons
shown below.

Let’s Pretend. Activities involving acting out, pretend, and dress-up

Teachers
love

Art. Activities involving coloring, drawing, and gluing
Music. Activities involving singing, rhyming, dancing, and finger plays
Science. Activities involving observing, collecting, and measuring

the learning
ABC. Activities involving phonological awareness and word recognition

centers!

Writing. Activities involving tracing and writing numbers or words
Game. Engaging activities involving counting, sorting, and comparing

8
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Connect to real-world math
Writing Center Activity

Symmetry of Capital Letters

Science Center Activity

Daily Weather

Use Master 3 to keep a chart of the daily
weather of the school days for each month.
What kind of weather are we having right now? Is it
rainy? Cloudy? Sunny? Each day have a child color a
space next to the picture that is most like the weather that
day. At the end of the month, ask questions about the
weather. What weather did we have the most? Were
Shape Child
there more sunny days or rainy days? How can you
Skill Builders 15-3
For each child, cut 1 large square, 4 small
tell?
rectangles, and 1 small circle from any colorful
or patterned paper such as construction paper, wrapping
Changes in Water
paper, wallpaper, etc.
Place an ice cube on a plate in the morning.
Direct how to glue the shapes in a body arrangement to
Explain that an ice cube is frozen water. What
Writing Number
4 of paper (the large square is the trunk of
another piece
dothe
you think will happen to this ice cube if we leave it
Have students
use 4Master
26 to practice
body, the
small rectangles
are the arms and legs, and
onthe
the plate until school is over today? Discuss the
writing the number
4. is the head).
small circle
melting process throughout their day and show students
Down and over, then down
some
morelet students add buttons on the child’s
If there
is time,
that the ice is getting smaller.
That’s the way to make
4. for hair, draw in a face, etc.
shirt,ayarn
When the pictures are finished and the glue has dried,
have students go through and name the shapes they used
for the project.

Provide students with cut out capital letters
A, P, Y, O. Can you find a letter that has
exactly 1 line of symmetry? Fold
A rthe
t letter
C e n ttoefind
r Aifctht i v i t y
parts match. (A and Y) Can you find a letter with no
lines of symmetry? (P) Can you find a letter with man
lines of symmetry? (O)
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Structured Lessons
step

1

Introduce the concept
Matching Dot Pattern Cards to Objects

Lesson Structure:

Provide 6 cubes and materials for dot pattern
cards to each student. Show me exactly 4 cubes on
your fingers. Say the word “four” as you look at
the cubes. Now put your cubes on one of your
cards. Place a dot on the card for each cube.

Lessons are structured to follow a
gradual release instructional model.
Every lesson starts with a teacherdirected activity and then gradually
releases the student to engage in
progressively more independent work.
All lessons encourage responsive
teacher-student interactions. The use
of manipulatives provides a shared
workspace and introduces numerous
opportunities for observation, praise,
Whole-class activity. Teacher demonstrates

and encouragement.

the new concept or operation while students observe and
follow along. Here students are directed to place four cubes
on their fingers (as they count out loud) and then to place
the cubes on a Dot Pattern Card. Hands-on activities like
this one allow students to discover math concepts through
experiences that address multiple senses and multiple
learning styles.
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Well-organized, explicit instruction is the heart of the Moving with Math Learning System.
The curriculum is designed to connect hands-on activities to visual representations in the student
book and then to the more abstract symbols of math.

step

2

step

Apply the concept

3

Extend, reinforce the concept

Name ________________________________________________________________

Flip-Flop Book Skill Builders 5-2

Draw lines to match.

4

Help students assemble a flip-flop book
using the picture here as a guide. Write the
numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 on the front flaps. Place the
matching number of dots under each flap. Have students
use the book like flash cards. They can leave all of the
flaps down but one and see the quantity of the number,
or they can lift all of the flaps up, count the dots, then
check their answer. This is especially helpful with
special needs students.

5
1 2 3

5

55
© Math Teachers Press, Inc. Reproduction by any means is strictly prohibited.

Guided activity. Teacher guides activities that

Extended activity. Teacher releases students

relate the new concept to visual representations, workmat

to learning centers for activities that reinforce the new

constructions, drawings, and problem-solving. Here

math concept. These activities may include center-based

students are asked to match sets of objects to written

activities related to science, art, music, or reading and

numerals. Activities like this one assist students in making the

writing. Learning-center activities are fun, active, and help

transition from a hands-on, concrete understanding of math

‘clinch’ the math concept. Skill Builders may be assigned

concepts to a more abstract understanding.

for additional skill development, targeted practice,
or fluency building.
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Curriculum Features

Strategies

Gradual Release

Scaffolding

Standards

Standards-based curriculum

All parts of the Connections curriculum are linked to national math content
standards. All screening materials, periodic assessments, student workmats, blackline
masters, and Skill Builders are available in Spanish as well as in English.

Scaffolded content

The instructional model followed in Connections is carefully structured to ensure
that math content is properly sequenced for efficient learning. The essential math
concepts are built from the ground up, so there is less risk that a student will stumble
in the learning process.

Gradual release
concrete> visual> abstract

Research suggests that children learn first from concrete experiences. All activities
in the Connections curriculum are supported by gradual release lesson plans that direct
the exploration of each math concept first with manipulatives and hands-on activities.

3

Multiple learning styles
Multiple teaching strategies

The 1-2-3 lesson plan structure tracks along both the gradual release instructional model
and the concrete–visual–abstract cognitive development model.

Connections recognizes that students in diverse classrooms exhibit diverse
learning styles and explicitly addresses those varied learning styles. The wide
range of learning activities included in the curriculum opens the door to learning for
all students by providing differentiated instruction in even the most diverse settings.
Follow-Up Activities are often tagged for one of the Learning Centers.

Language

Language development

Connections explicitly teaches practical math vocabulary in all lessons.
A working math vocabulary establishes a solid connection between the concept being
taught and the mathematical term used to describe it. Rhyming activities introduce
children to phonemic awareness. D’Nealian letter/number tracing is included in key

Story Time

lessons and in language center activities. Children’s stories encourage and support
language development.
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Standards-Based Assessment
and Learning System

Learning
System

The Connections curriculum links standards-driven assessment
to conceptually based, differentiated instruction.
The Moving with Math® Learning System keeps both teacher and student on task
and simplifies the job of diagnosing, tracking, and reporting student progress.

Moving with Math® Learning System
1. Learning Objectives

“All elements

2. Screen

7. Reassess

of the curriculum ,
instruction, materials, and
assessment should be aligned

3. Interpret

to common learning goals.”
—Adding It Up: Helping Children

6. Review
and Reteach

Learn Mathematics, National
Research Council,

4. Connect to Home

J. Kilpatrick, J. Swafford,
and B. Findell

5. Teach
and Monitor

Pages 14–25 will guide you through our teacher-friendly curriculum.
Start at Step 1 and continue through Step 7.

Start
13
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Start with Learning Objectives

Learning Objectives

Objectives, Pre-Kindergarten
Correlation to O
h obj
objectives to pages in the Student Book and Skill Builders in the Teacher Manual.
Use this table to match
STATE
OBJECTIVE

OBJ
ICON
on
ay
cr

MTP
OBJ

Numeration, Sorting and Patterns
Numer

dentify and sort by color.
PK-1 Identify

Student Book

Skill Builders

2-4

1-1

14, 15

2-1

16-19, 44,

3-1, 3-2

PK-2 Develop an understanding of one-to-one correspondence and conservation of
umber. Compare two sets of objects to determine if they have the same number.
number
dentify which of two sets has more or less (fewer) objects. Determine which
PK-3 Identify
off two ssets of objects has many objects or just one object.

50

dentify and extend a pattern using color, people, objects, pictures, and numbers.
PK-4 Identify

61-67, 71,

4-1, 4-2, 4-3

ount tthe number in a collection of up to ten objects through active participation.
PK-5 Count

43, 45-49, 52,

5-1, 5-2,

54-57, 101-110,

5-3, 5-4

117, 118

5-5, 5-6, 5-7

72, 75-79
Match ssets of 0 to 12 objects with the written numbers.
the number for a set of 0-5 objects or for a picture of 0-5 objects.
PK-6 Write th
PK-7 Order nnumbers from 0 to 10. Count forward and backward from any number
etween 1 and 10. Find the number that comes next, before or between.
between
Physically compare two sets of up to 10 objects to ﬁnd the set that is more.
PK-8 Physica
dentify ordinal numbers ﬁrst to ﬁfth.
PK-9 Identify
ount aaloud to 31. Order numbers to 31 using a calendar.
PK-10 Count
aloud numbers 0–31 written with digits.
PK-11 Read al

51

6-1

58, 75-77,

7-1, 7-2,

111-115, 147

7-3, 7-4

151, 152
59, 116

9-1, 9-2

7, 113-119

10-1

7, 119

11-1

1, 9-11

12-1, 12-2

12, 13

13-1, 13-2

13, 29-31,

14-1

Geometry
Geome
dentify positional words: top, middle, bottom, inside, outside, left, right, in, out,
PK-12 Identify
ver, un
under, on, off, above, below, forward, backward, before, after, between,
over,
inn front of, behind.
lassify and sort objects by size and shape. Identify what does not belong.
PK-13 Classify
dentify how objects are alike and different.
Identify
ompare and order objects differing in just one attribute: big, little, biggest,
PK-14 Compar
mallest, same size; longer, longest; shorter, shortest, same length; taller,
smalles

33, 84-86

allest, ssame height; wide, narrow, same width; thick, thin.
tallest,
dentify, compare, and sort plane ﬁgures: straight lines, curved lines, circle,
PK-15 Identify
quare, triangle, rectangle, and oval. Slide, ﬂip, and rotate shapes. Explore
square,
ow sha
shapes can be made within shapes and put together to form new shapes.
how

21-23, 25-27,

15-1, 15-2,

32, 34, 36,

15-3, 15-4

68-70, 73, 74

dentify ﬁgures with symmetry.
Identify
dentify and compare the forms of 3-dimensional ﬁgures: ball, can, and box.
PK-16 Identify

37, 38

16-1, 16-2

6-8

17-1

99

18-1, 18-2

Measurement
Measu
PK-17 Deﬁne ttime intervals as day and night. Know the names of months, days of the
week, aand seasons.
dentify which activity takes more time or less time.
PK-18 Identify
Participate in a discussion about daily schedule.
PK-19 Particip

5, 99

stimate and measure length and height using arbitrary units. Compare and order
PK-20 Estimat

81-88

20-1, 20-2

bjects by length and height.
objects

14

cont. next page
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Administer Screening

The Pre-Test Screening for Connections Pre-Kindergarten establishes a baseline

Step 2
Pre-Test
Screening

for gauging the progress of individual students and the class as a whole.
The Screening test battery includes both a manipulative based assessment
designed to be administered on a one-on-one basis to individual students and a
paper-and-pencil screening that may be administered to a group of students or
to the whole class. The manipulative test requires the teacher (or teacher aid)
to guide the activity, observe the student’s response to each question, and record
the student’s performance on the Student Progress Report.

Pre-Kindergarten Manipulative-Based Screening Instructions

Manipulative Test
Instructions for administering
a manipulative version of
the Screening are scripted
to insure consistent
administration and valid
test results.

PK-14 compare by attribute

Display 3 straws or pencils of different lengths.
Say: Which straw is longest? Point to the
longest straw.

Matching Questions in Spanish
Pre-Kindergarten Manipulative-Based Screening Instructions

PK-14 compare by attribute

Display 3 straws or pencils of different lengths.
Say: ¿Cuál es el popote más largo? Señala el
popote más largo.

15
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Step 3

Interpret Student Needs

Record Sheets
The Class Record Sheet is organized by objective, so a teacher can identify class
weaknesses for each learning objective/standard, and identify individual students who
are at-risk. At a glance, teachers can also select students for differentiated instruction
in small groups. The Student Progress Report identifies the strengths and weaknesses
of individual students and may be used to guide RTI placement.
Using the Class Record Sheet

Pre-Kindergarten Clas

s Record

School

eet

1. Who are my three weakest students?

Teacher

2. Who are my three strongest students?

Student Name
2

3

Pr
eTe
st
Po
stTe
st

PrePostPrePostPrePostPrePostPrePostPre-K Student Progress
Report
PrePostPreStudent
PostPreNumeration, Sorting and Patterns
PostPK-1
Identify and sort by color.
PrePK-2
Compare two sets of objects to determine if
Pos
they have the
same
t- number.
Pre
PK-3
Identify which
of two
- sets has more or less
objects. Determine which of two sets of
Pos
objects has manyt-objects or just one object.
- a pattern using color,
PK-4
Identify andPre
extend
people, objects,
pictures and numbers.
PostPK-5
Count the number
Pre- in a collection of up to ten
objects through active participation. Match
Pos
t- with the written
sets of 0 to
12 objects
numbers.
PrePK-6
Write the number for a set of 0–5 objects or
Postfor a picture of 0–5 objects.
Pre- 0 to 10. Count forward
PK-7
Order numbers from
and backward
Posfrom
t- any number between
1 and 10.
PrePK-8
Physically compare two sets of up to 10
objects. PostPre- first to fifth.
PK-9
Identify ordinals
Postot-31. Order numbers to 31
PK-10
Count aloud
using a calendar.
PrePK-11
Read aloud numbers 0-31 written with digits.
PostGeometryPrePost- words: top, middle,
PK-12
Identify positional
bottom,Pre
inside,
- outside, left, right, in, out,
over, under, on, off, above, below, forward,
Posbefore,
t- after, between, in front of,
backward,
behind.PrePK-13
Classify
and sort objects by size and shape.
Pos
tIdentify what does not belong.

Student Progress Report
The Student Progress Report
provides a record of
individual student progress.
A copy of the Student
Progress Report can be sent
home to keep parents
connected and informed.

4

5

6

7

8

3.9 Which
are the weakest?
10 11 learning
12 13 objectives
14 15

Teacher
School
Days Absent
Pr
eTe
st
Po
stTe
st

1

Measurement

PK-17

Define time intervals as day and night. Know
the names of months, days of the week, and
seasons.

PK-18

Identify which activity takes more time or
less time.

PK-19

Participate in a discussion about daily
schedule.

PK-20

Estimate and measure length and height
using arbitrary units. Compare and order
objects by length and height.

PK-21

Estimate and compare (informally) the
weight and capacity of two objects.
Understand concepts of area and
temperature.

PK-22

Identify an object divided into equal parts.
Identify halves, one half of a region, fourths,
one quarter of a region.

PK-23

Explore concepts of probability and chance
using objects. Construct simple
arrangements.

PK-24

Identify and give the value of a penny.

PK-25

Give the value of a set of pennies up to
5 cents.

Operations
PK-26

Join two sets of objects and tell the total,
sums to 5. Match a pictured problem to an
addition fact. Make a collection of objects
larger by adding items when asked.

PK-27

Remove a number of objects and state the
number left. Make a collection of objects
smaller by taking away items when asked.

Shaded objectives are one-o
PK-14

6
PK-15

n-one assessments to e
PK-28
Find how many more or fewer in 2 unequal
done befor
e or after the paper-and
Compare and order objects differing
in just
sets.
-penc
il test.
one attribute: big, little, biggest, smallest,
same size; longer, longest; shorter, shortest,
© Math Teachers Press,
Inc.
Problem
Solving, Graphing
Reprod
uction
same length; taller, tallest, same height;
only for one teacher for
one class.
wide, narrow, same width; thick, thin.
PK-29
Solve problems including those that involve
using a model and acting it out. Understand
first, next, and last.

Identify, compare, and sort plane figures:
circle, square, triangle, rectangle, and oval.
Slide, flip, and rotate shapes.

Identify and compare the forms of
3-dimensional figures: ball, can, and box.
X Answer is correct.
Tested only on manipulative-based screening and supplement
to be used with paper-and-pencil screening.

PK-30

PK-16

16

Gather information for a graph.Use physical
objects to make a graph.

Total Score (out of 30 possible)
30

30

Assessment

5

OTHER SIDE

The Class Record Sheet
allows the teacher to identify
at-risk students, group
students for differentiated
instruction, and identify
content objectives that
need extra attention.

The Class Record Sheet can help answer
Shquestions like these:

COPY AND ATTACH TO

Class Record Sheet
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Step 4

Connect to Home

Family Math Letters
The Family Math letters (blackline masters of these letters for each unit are found
in the Teacher Manual) provide an important link between classroom and home. Letters
include information about the math being taught, suggested books to read, math
words to use, and fun activities to do at home. Family Math letters are available
in both English and Spanish.

r)
tain
unth
(Ja
yM
ilar
um
FaaSm
Aprendiendo

Spanish

mero
se hace un nú
n otro número
. Después
r un número co
sa
ina
me
la
mb
co
en
s
al
na
su hijo que
“Hay tres perso
Enséñenle a
mplo, díganle:
.”
s en la mesa
n total.” Por eje
“e
na
rso
de
pe
an
s
gr
s
má
má
hay
mesa. Ahora
la
a
na
rso
pe
llega otra

uno más

Dear ___________ :

dos más

gráfica

pennies

ijo
Léanle a su h

as de
s que usan ide
algunos libro

son
Durante las
ÉstosMath!
Hello from Moving With
una historia.
s para contar
los

, Tana

Unit 7 Letter
Unit 7 Letter

.A
matemática
unos en clase
leeremos alg
s, be
as semana
In Unit 7 during the next few weeks,
will
learning leer los mismos
primstudents
les gusta
queñosnumber.
más apebigger
how “putting together” two numbers
makes
niños
biblioteca y
z, visiten una
ve
a
otr
y
r un
a
libros un
spués de lee
De
hijo.
libros con su
Learning To Add (Putting
Together)
los
n
r
ue
Po
sq
.
bu
¿le tendrías
preguntas
ras un ratón,
s unas cuantas
eguntar: “Si fue
pr
amos de
en
libro, háganle
ed
pu
:
,
t
o digan “Hag
e Coun They bring
Students combine classroom objects, toys, shapes,
pennies.
Mous
eronand
tas y un frasc
ndo al
ejemplo, si ley
as o 10 galle
ha
uv
ec
10
y
n
vo
co
las
O
groups of classmates together to make a larger
group.
will tell stories
a?”
s mientras
a víborStudents
er
edes contarla
confianza a un
es. Pu
cándolas.” Le
n raton
about putting up to 5 items or people togetheres
and
then
many
there
] sohow
[uvassay
nforme voy sa
tas
co
s”
e
rla
qu
sta
ta
cas y el
cuen
es “re
áti
ed
tem
pu
si
ma
os
las
are altogether.
entre
! Ahora, veam
r conexiones
frasco? ¡Bien
niños a hace
lean!
alientan a los
lean y que les
tos
os
és
niñ
mo
los
co
e
s
qu
o
libro
tid
er
div
y
Look for opportunities to “put together” the sortslos
of ro
things
your child is
¡Es mu
dea. that
mundo que
especially familiar with—toys, food items, or articles of clothing (such as socks).
k
w, Keats, Ezra Jac
MeadoPlay
the and
At the store say, “If we choose two cans of soup and then choose one more can,Over inPay
Oakes, Bill
Pay and
ld, Suse, and
onaPlay

cD with your child.
Create a chart
daily
activities
Hoban
, Ma
lers
99 Cen
Numbof
will there be more cans or less? How
many
cans
of ts,
soup
will we have altogether?”
ters and
Oakes, Bill
26 Let
Assign
“prices”
to of
each
activity
(upSu
to se,
5 your
cents).
andchild.
Create
a chart
daily
activities
with
ld,
onawith
cDplay
n, Pat
Ma
When
your
child
wants
to
toys,toread
a
Brisso
zzlers,
Pu“prices”
nies, ”If
Assign
to each
activity (up
5 cents).
When walking through your neighborhood,
ask,
three cars are parked along
the
Benny's Pen
daskread
story,
eat ayour
snack,
watch
a to
TVws
show,
etc.,
for a
naltoys,
, Do
When
child
wants
play
with
ette
Cre
Lyn
s,
g,
Bu
Lon
School
number
of pennies
it “costs”
to doetc.,
this.
Addition,
minohere,
story,
eat a snack,
watch
a TV show,
street here and then two more cars Do
park
how many cars will be parkedthe
here
n for
Jo Elleask
gart,pennies
(Give your child plenty of extra

Penny Finder
Penny Finder

Let your student search the house or car for spare
change,
child
only pick
upfor
thespare
Let yourallowing
studentyour
search
thetohouse
or car
pennies
she
ﬁnds. When
ﬁnished,
count
change,
allowing
your child
to only
pickthe
up the
pennies
and use
makeﬁnished,
numbercount
stories
pennies
she them
ﬁnds.to
When
the
where
pennies
andthe
usenumber
them toincreases.
make number stories

ner, Bo
the number
ofDin
pennies
it “costs” to do this.
ckwell, Anne
Ten for
where the number increases.
he child
doesn’t
run of
out.)
Fire Engines, Ro
(Giveso
your
plenty
ner, Bob
, Barpennies
ursextra
Dinosarun
ny
s
Ma
Loi
,
Too
ert
so
he
doesn’t
out.)
Ehl
Eve
Fish Eyes,
Station, Merriam,
d
the
nal
ves
Do
,
Lea
ws
in
Cre another number makes a largerTra
ight Train,with
ra
Show your child how combining oneFre
number
rs, Ginsburg, Mir
Field, Rachel
Two Greedy Bea
Store,
Generalare
r, Carle, Eric
number “in all.” For example, say, “There
three people
at
the
table.
Then
one
illa
erp
n
sio
Cat
y
ver
ngr
alk, any
The Very Hu
k and the Beanst
Cars on the Road
hy
s, Kattable.”
more person comes to the table. NowJac
there
are more
people at
Here areRead and Add
abathe
out Money, Bar
Cars on the Road
Read and Add
Let's Find Out Ab
Sit outside or look through a window and watch the
Check
out
a
book from the library. As you read,
ll learn about
some words that students should become familiar
with
as
they
Sto
n
Elle
,
lsh
cars
go
by.
Take
turns
making
numberand
stories
create
number
with your
child about
what
Sit outside or
look
through
a window
watch the
Check
out astories
book from
the library.
As you
read,
Mouse Count, Wa
about
the
cars,
buses,
or making
bicyclesnumber
that pass.
happens
in the
book.
uko
cars
go
by.
Take
turns
stories
Ats
“putting together”:
i,
create
number
stories
with
your
child
about
what
rozum
Mo
,
For
example,
say,
“I
saw
2
cars
go
into
the
parking
rilla
Go
e
On
about the cars, buses, or bicycles that
pass.
happens in the book.
lot.
Now
there
are
more
cars
in
the
lot.”
Marc
n,
For example, say, “I saw 2 cars go into the parking
ma
rsh
Ha
e,
Only On
Inc.there are more cars in the lot.”
ss, Now
one more
two more
pennies
graph
rs Prelot.
© Math Teache

altogether?”

Unit 7 Letter

© Math Teachers Press, Inc.

Sincerely, ________________

© Math Teachers Press, Inc.

Unit 7 Letter

You may cut out these activities, paste them on 3 x 5 cards and
You
cutinout
these activities,
paste
themhomework
on 3 x 5 area.
cards and
keepmay
them
a recipe
box near your
child’s
keep them in a recipe box near your child’s homework area.

© Math Teachers Press, Inc.
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Step 5

Plan Instruction
PK-15
eview
Oral R

Pacing Calendar

line

eart-sh
Many h one
:
s
l
a
i
r
e
Mat
new
ll need a
i
w
u
o
y
(
pape
tudent a hat
s
e
h
t
e
v
Gi
so t
is heart
Fold th
Lesson
6
sides. 86
r cuto
d pape
art-shape
Many he
R IALS:
E
T
A
M
udent)
r heart.
atchin
each st
t a pape
two m
e studen
it has
Give th
so that
rt
ea
h
is
Fold th

Reinforce/Review

Oral Review PK-4 patterns of
shapes

O
s

P
eview
Oral R

Lesson

Objective: to introduce colored Objectiv
number rods; to compare and
s
order teddy bear counters and
Materia
rods by height and length.
N
Materials: Teddy bear counters, a
colored number rods or rods
b
made from Master 22, crayons, s
fun foam (optional)
a
b
Teacher Guide page: 86
c

that unit.

Workmat

Student book page 86

Each lesson may be taught in one

StoryTime

The Best Bug Parade, Murphy,
Stuart J.

Lesson Planning:
The pacing calendar directs
the instruction for each lesson
and reduces planning and prep
time. Teachers turn to the Unit
Overview in the Teacher Manual
to find their pacing calendar for

or more periods, depending on
the time available and the

Teache
S

T

Games

number of games and learning
center activities selected.

Connections

M

Family Math
Skill Building

S

Each lesson lists the
objectives taught,
the materials needed,
and the lesson plan
pages used.

18

StoryTime introduces
math concepts and math
operations through
stories in selected
children’s books.
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try

me
of sym
15 line

r outs
ed
aapneewronceufot
p
ill ne
d
e
p
a
art-sh
student)
oesr. each
f
e
n
o
wmatching sid

Reinforce reviews previously
covered material.

ou w
touts (y
aper cu

g
eart.
paper h s two matchin
a
h
t
o that i

Lesson 87
Oral Review PK-4 pattern of
solid shapes2 sets
re

compa
w PK-8

d Objective: to measure with nonstandard units.
d
Materials: Interlocking cubes,
Numeral Cards 1–5 (Masters 7
rs, and 8), Bunk Beds (Master 30),
bean seeds, plastic cups with
s, small holes cut in the bottom
and filled with dirt, amaryllis
bulb (optional), teddy bear
counters
Teacher Guide page: 87
Student book page 87

,

Ten Beads Tall, Adams, Pam

Oral Reviews may be used
to monitor progress.

Lesson 88

Lesson 89

Lesson 90

Oral Review PK-15 lines of
symmetry

Reinforce measuring with
non-standard units
(page 87 or 88)

Reinforce comparing lengths
(page 86)

Objective: to measure length
with non-standard units.

Objective: to introduce the
concept of area by using
smaller, same-sized objects to
cover a larger shape.

Objective: to compare
temperatures.

Materials: Paper clips, pencils,
construction paper squares and
triangles, cotton balls, Numeral Materials: Pattern Blocks, paper
Cards 1–5 (Masters 7 and 8)
of different sizes, crayons,
Numeral Cards 1–5 (Masters 7
Teacher Guide page: 88
and 8), sticky notes

Materials: Containers with
water of different
temperatures, ice cubes, paper
cups, crayons, access to a
freezer (optional), mittens,
scarves

Teacher Guide page: 89

Teacher Guide page: 90

Student book page 88

Student book page 89

Student book page 90

The Dinosaur Who Lived in My
Back Yard, Hennessy, Barbara

Jack and the Beanstalk (any
version)

The Jacket I Wear in the Snow,
Neitzel, Shirley
Heat Wave, Ketteman, Helen

Throwing Cotton Balls

Measuring Plant Growth

Comparing Temperatures
Changing Temperatures
Dress for the Season

Skill Builders 20-1

Connections to Art,
Science, Music, and
Let’s Pretend encourage
students to demonstrate
their knowledge in a
variety of ways.

Skill Builders 21-1

Games at the end of the
lesson make learning more
fun and help “clinch”
student understanding.

Skill Builders 18-2

Skill Builders matched to
objectives provide targeted
activities to differentiate
instruction in class and
provide practice at home.

19
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Step 5

Instruction

Lesson Plan

step
Each lesson in the Teacher

1

Manual is structured in a logical

Introduce the concept

and predictable way. Lessons
plans follow a gradual release
instructional model. Structured
lesson plans provide professional
development every day.

Master Workmat: More
Using Same, More, Less (Unit 1 Master Workmat)
located at the end of the student book, have the students
place 1 to 4 small bears on the footprints at teacher
direction. Place one bear on the footprint. Put one
treat for each bear on the other side of the mat.
Now add one more treat than there are bears.
Check students’ work.

Getting Ready:
Same, More

Objective: To identify which group
has more
Materials: Small teddy bear
counters, Same, More, Less
(Unit 1 Master Workmat),
cereal pieces (optional)
Vocabulary: more
StoryTime:
Hoban, Tana

Count and See,

Reinforce: matching objects
one-to-one (pages 14 and 15)

A whole-class activity involving explicit instruction
related to a new concept or operation. Typically these handson activities allow students to discover math concepts
through directed, hands-on experience. These activities often
involve the use of manipulatives and research-based problemsolving strategies, such as using models, or acting out
a concept.

20
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2

step

Apply the concept
Name ________________________________________________________________

Make a set with 1 more. Draw a picture.

more

3

Extend, reinforce the concept
Comparing Numbers of Bears
Sort out a pile of small teddy bear counters. Name
two students and ask each of them to take a handful of
small bears.
Is the number of bears _____ has the same or
different than the number of bears _____ has?
Who has more bears?
Put the bears in front of you and match bears,
one by one, until 1 person has no more bears.
Ask the question again and have a student describe
her answer. (Student A has more bears than student B
because when 1 bear from each person was matched
together, student A had bears left over.

16
© Math Teachers Press, Inc. Reproduction by any means is strictly prohibited.

Activities the instructor and students use to

Activities used at learning centers to extend and

connect the hands-on activity to visual representations and

reinforce a new math concept. Follow-up activities may

workmat constructions, drawings, and problem-solving.

include center-based work related to science, art, music, or

These are designed to be used (in pairs, in small groups,

reading and writing. These activities may also include playing

or as independent work) with guidance from the instructor.

games and Let’s Pretend. These activities are meant to be fun

This guidance will often require the instructor to walk the

and active and help ‘clinch’ the math concept. Skill Builders

class through the entire activity.

may be assigned for additional skill development, targeted
practice, or fluency building.

21
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Step 6

Progress Monitoring

Oral Reviews
Oral Reviews provide continuous, student progress monitoring of all objectives.
These Oral Reviews are aligned with the Pre-Kindergarten learning objectives. The
objective being reviewed is identified by a symbol at the top of each review, by an
objective number, and by a brief description following (

PK-20 measuring length

and height ). Oral Reviews are provided in Spanish, as well as English.

Matching
Oral PK-18
Reviews
Spanish
Oral Review
more in
or less
time
1

m o re o r le s s t i m e
MATERIALS: None
Oral Review PK-18
Ask questions related to activities at home or at school.
¿Qué crees que tome más tiempo: prepararse para ir a la cama o dormir?
¿Caminar hacia la puerta o correr hacia la puerta? ¿Caminar hacia la puerta de
este cuarto o caminar a la puerta de enfrente de la escuela?
1 ¿Recoger
m o recon
or less time
rastrillo un montón de hojas o aventarse a un montón de hojas?

2

more or less time

MATER IALS: None
Ask questions related to
activities at home or at
a m i n u te
school.
Which do you think take
s longer: getting read
y for bed or sleeping
to the door or running
? Walking
to the door? Walking
MATERIALS: None
to the door of this roo
to the front door of the
m or walking
school? Raking a pile
Ask questions as to which activities take a minute.
of leaves or jumping
of leaves?
into a pile
¿Qué se tarda un minuto: Lavarte las manos o bañarte? ¿Escribir tu nombre o
leer un libro?

2

a m i n u te

MATER
IALS: None
Oral Review PK-20 measuring length and
height

Ask questions as to whi
ch activities take a min
ute.
Which takes a minute:
Washing your hands
or taking a bath? Wri
or reading a book?
ting your name

1

le n g t h

Oral Review PK-20 me

MATERIALS: Interlocking cubes and an index card pre-measured and/or cut to ensure
its length equals an exact number of cubes (5 or less)
Display the cubes and card.
Mide el papel con los cubos. Dime cuántos cubos de largo
1 mide el papel.

asuring length and he

ight

length

2

height

MATER IALS: Interloc
king cubes and an inde
x card pre-measured and
its length equals an exac
/or cut to ensure
t number of cubes (5 or
less)
Display the cubes and card
.
MATERIALS: Magazine pictures of students of different heights
Measure the paper with
the cubes. Tell me how
Display pictures of three students.
many cubes long the
paper is.
¿Cuál niño es el más alto? ¿El más bajo?

2

Ordena a los niños del más bajo al más alto.

96

MATER IALS: Magazin
e pictures of students of
different heights
Display pictures of thre
e students.
Which child is tallest?
Shortest?
Arrange the children
in order from shortes
t to tallest.

Assessment

102

22
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Step 6

Periodic Assessments

Unit Assessments
Unit Reviews and Unit Assessments provide on going tracking of student progress
and test mastery of important concepts at the end of each unit. These reviews and
assessments are linked to the learning objectives taught in each unit. Instructions for
both one-on-one and paper-and-pencil administration the Unit Assessments are included
in the Teacher Manual. Unit Reviews and Unit Assessments are provided in Spanish,
as well as English.

Unit 3 Assessment
Name ____________
_________

__________________



__________________

_____

1

Unit 3 Review
Name ________________________________________________________________
1

2

♥
2
3

♥
1 2 3

4

3

1 2 3
5

4

3 4 5
6

5

1 2 3
6
Pre-K Unit 3

60
© Math Teachers Press, Inc. Reproduction by any means is strictly prohibited.
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Reteach, Skills Practice

Skill Builders
Reproducible Blackline Masters and Skill Builders. Skill Builders make it easy
to differentiate instruction for targeted reteaching for each student. Skill Builders may
be assigned as Follow-Up Activities at the end of many lessons and may be assigned
to students who need extra practice, concept reinforcement, or targeted
one-on-one attention.

Nombre
______
______
____ _ ______
______
_____________
__
__
__
______
__
__
__
__
__
__
______
U
__
__
n
__
e
__
__
__
______
c
__
o
__
__
n
__
__
u
__
______
n
__
a línea
Name __
______
lo que c
______
__
orre

Matchin
g Skill

Builder
s in Spa
nish
sponda

atch.

Draw lines to m

.

3

3

Building Skills
Skill Builder reteaching
worksheets rely heavily
on illustrations and other
kinds of graphic aids to
explain and reinforce
the transition from
concrete to abstract.

2

2

1 1
© Math

Teacher
s Press,

Skill Bu

ilder 5-1
Inc. Rep
erio5-1
duct
Skill Buroild
n rights
for onr and one class only.
hts for one teache e teacher and
one clas
. Reproduction rig
Inc
ss,
Pre
rs
s only.
© Math Teache
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Step 7

Verify Progress

Post-Test
Assessment

A Post-Test is administered at the end of the program to measure student progress.
Post-Test questions are parallel to the comparable Pre-Test questions in both the
paper-and-pencil and manipulative format.

-Screening
Pre-Kindergarten Pre
________________
__________________
__________________
Name ____________

✿

The Student Record Sheet
compares Pre- and PostTest results and shows the
student’s progress relative
to each objective and each
math content standard.

Pre-K Student Progress Report

Teacher
School
Days Absent



Numeration, Sorting and Patterns

PK-1

Identify and sort by color.

PK-2

Compare two sets of objects to determine if
they have the same number.

PK-3

Identify which of two sets has more or less
objects. Determine which of two sets of
objects has many objects or just one object.

PK-4

Identify and extend a pattern using color,
people, objects, pictures and numbers.

PK-5

Count the number in a collection of up to ten
objects through active participation. Match
sets of 0 to 12 objects with the written
numbers.

Pr
eTe
st
Po
stTe
st

Pr
eTe
st
Po
stTe
st

Student

Measurement

PK-17

Define time intervals as day and night. Know
the names of months, days of the week, and
seasons.

PK-18

Identify which activity takes more time or
less time.

PK-19

Participate in a discussion about daily
schedule.

PK-20

Estimate and measure length and height
using arbitrary units. Compare and order
objects by length and height.

PK-21

Estimate and compare (informally) the
weight and capacity of two objects.
Understand concepts of area and
temperature.

PK-6

Write the number for a set of 0–5 objects or
for a picture of 0–5 objects.

PK-7

Order numbers from 0 to 10. Count forward
and backward from any number between
1 and 10.

PK-22

Identify an object divided into equal parts.
Identify halves, one half of a region, fourths,
one quarter of a region.

PK-8

Physically compare two sets of up to 10
objects.

PK-23

PK-9

Identify ordinals first to fifth.

Explore concepts of probability and chance
using objects. Construct simple
arrangements.

PK-10

Count aloud to 31. Order numbers to 31
using a calendar.

PK-24

Identify and give the value of a penny.

PK-25

PK-11

Read aloud numbers 0-31 written with digits.

Give the value of a set of pennies up to
5 cents.

Operations

Geometry
PK-12

Identify positional words: top, middle,
bottom, inside, outside, left, right, in, out,
over, under, on, off, above, below, forward,
backward, before, after, between, in front of,
behind.

PK-13

Classify and sort objects by size and shape.
Identify
what
does
belong.
nt not 45
ssme
Asse

ited.
any means is strictly prohib
, Inc. Reproduction by
PK-14
© Math Teachers Press

PK-15

Compare and order objects differing in just
one attribute: big, little, biggest, smallest,
same size; longer, longest; shorter, shortest,
same length; taller, tallest, same height;
wide, narrow, same width; thick, thin.

Join two sets of objects and tell the total,
sums to 5. Match a pictured problem to an
addition fact. Make a collection of objects
larger by adding items when asked.

PK-27

Remove a number of objects and state the
number left. Make a collection of objects
smaller by taking away items when asked.

PK-28

Find how many more or fewer in 2 unequal
sets.

Problem Solving, Graphing

Identify, compare, and sort plane figures:
circle, square, triangle, rectangle, and oval.
Slide, flip, and rotate shapes.

Identify and compare the forms of
3-dimensional figures: ball, can, and box.
X Answer is correct.
Tested only on manipulative-based screening and supplement
to be used with paper-and-pencil screening.

PK-26

PK-29

Solve problems including those that involve
using a model and acting it out. Understand
first, next, and last.

PK-30

Gather information for a graph.Use physical
objects to make a graph.

PK-16

Total Score (out of 30 possible)
30

30

Assessment

5
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Unit 1

Overview Unit 1

Sorting and Comparing

.............
...................

...................

...................

.............

ing sets of objects—
, classifying, and compar
Unit 1 focuses on sorting
start by comparing objects
development. Young children
critical activities in a child’s
the idea of one-to-one
tract. Activities that develop
because numbers are too abs
children understand the
servation of number help
correspondence and con
unequal groups
ents make and compare two
concept of equal groups. Stud
orientation in time
lore
exp
more and less. Students
to develop the concepts of
terms).
al
orientation in space (position
(a schedule, a calendar) and

Students learn to select a set
according to the attribute of
color, size, or position of the
as
set. They see the whole set
that
sets
ller
sma
composed of
have a common attribute.

Objectives

.........
...................
...................
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
......
...................
color.
PK-1 Identify and sort by
number.
ndence and conservation of
ding of one-to-one correspo
PK-2 Develop an understan cts to determine if they have the same number.
Compare two sets of obje
two sets
objects. Determine which of
sets has more or less (fewer)
PK-3 Identify which of two
ct.
has many objects or one obje
ndar.
r numbers to 31 using a cale
Orde
31.
to
PK-10 Count aloud to 20
0–31 written with digits.
PK-11 Read aloud numbers
out, over,
inside, outside, left, right, in,
words: top, middle, bottom,
, between, in front of,
after
re,
PK-12 Identify positional
befo
,
ward
back
ard,
forw
under, on, off, above, below,
behind.
rent.
how objects are alike and diffe
cts by size and shape. Identify
PK-13 Classify and sort obje
Identify what does not belong.
smallest,
attribute: big, little, biggest,
r objects differing in just one
r, tallest, same height;
talle
th;
PK-14 Compare and orde
leng
e
sam
test,
shor
shorter,
same size; longer, longest;
, thin.
wide, narrow, same width; thick
ths, days of the week,
night. Know the names of mon
and
day
as
PK-17 Define time intervals
and seasons.
.
ussion about daily schedule
PK-19 Participate in a disc
events.
PK-29 Understand order of
and tally
cts to make a graph. Count
for a graph. Use physical obje
PK-30 Gather information
numbers.

ii
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Number

What Is a Set ?
Understanding whole-part relationships

Objective: To sort objects
by color. To explore who
le-part
relationships in sets of obje
cts. To use logic to classify
sets.

Name ____________
____________

__________________

Materials: Crayons, tedd
y bear counters, yarn, ball
oons
Vocabulary: part, whole,
favorite
Storytime:

__________________

____

Favorite color

Of Colors and Things, Hob
an, Tana
Reinforce: color matchin
g (page 2)

1
NOTE

Int rod uc tor y Ac tiv ity
In this activity, children
select from the
whole set of bears a sma
ller set
according to the attribu
te of color. They
see the whole set as com
posed of
smaller sets with a com
mon attribute.

Not favorite color

Whole-Part Relationship

s

Set a large group of tedd
y bear counters out on the
floor or a table and gath
er the students around it.
Here is
our whole set of bears.
If we take all the red bea
rs
away, will there be any
bears left in the play are
a?
Have students remove only
the red bears and answer
the
question, “yes.” The red
bears are part of the who
le set.
Put the red bears back
into the yarn circle.
Let us separate our who
le set by sorting out and
placing all the red bears
inside the yarn play are
a.
Have volunteers place 1
red bear at a time inside
the loop
until all red bears are insi
de the loop.
NOTE Pre-school children master material
and concepts through
motions.
Make a circular motion
with your arms as you ask,
What shall we call the
set of bears inside the loop
? (all
the red bears) What sho
uld we call all the bears
outside
the loop? (all but the red
bears, or not the red bea
rs, or not
red) Continue to emphasi
ze that the red bears are
a part of
the whole set of all of the
bears. Repeat the activity
and
the questions, this time sepa
rating the blue bears from
the
large set of bears and desc
ribing the 2 sets as “blue
bears”
and “not blue bears.”

Ask a child to choose 1
teddy bear counter color.
Give
that child 3 bears of that
color (e.g., green) and 3
bears of
other colors.
Put all the bears of you
r chosen color inside the
loop. Today this bear is
your favorite color. Put
the
other bears outside the
loop. What do we call the
bears
inside the loop? (green
bears) What do we call
the bears
outside the loop? (e.g.,
not green bears)
Repeat the activity with
another child.
Have teddy bear counter
s available for all the chil
dren.
Take some of your favo
rite color bears and put
them

© Math Teachers Press,

3
Inc. Reproduction by any

means is strictly prohibited
.

inside the loop. Color the
bears inside the loop you
r
favorite color. How wou
ld you describe the bea
rs inside
the loop? Color the bea
rs outside the loop with
other
colors. How would you
describe the bears outside
the
loop? (The bears are not
______)
What did we do in this less
on? (selected our favorite
color bears from the who
le set)

3

Fo llo w- Up Ac tiv itie s

Inside–Outs

S a m p lDiv
e ideFthe
o l ide
low-Up

Games

class into 2 teams of equ
al number.
Have 1 team form a circ
le and the other team
form a circle around the
inner team. A child on the
outside
is give
n a ballon and tries to “ba
Inside–Outside
t” the balloon inside the
circle. Divide
Childrethe
n stan
class
into
teams
of
equal
number.
ding
in 2the
inner circle try to bat the
ballHave
oon bac
k withform
1 team
a circle
the grou
other team
out letti
ng it and
hit the
nd. The outside
p win
s a poin
formgrou
a circle
around
the
team.
A
child
on the outside
t ifinner
the ball
oon land
s
on
the floor
the circ
le andand
vice
is given
a ballon
tries
toa.“bat” the balloon inside theinside
vers
circle. Children standing in the inner circle try to bat the
ual Me
balloon backVis
without
letting
hit the ground. The outside
moitry
Display
group wins a point
if thea balloon
thers,floor inside
row of 4lands
smallonbea
1 bear of each
r, to
the circle andcolo
vice
versa.
a small group of children
. Ask students
to study the bears and then
close their eyes while you
remove
1 of the
bears, leaving the others
Visual
Memory
in place. Have
the children
opena thei
Display
rowr of
4ssmall
bears,
of each
eye
and tell
whi1chbear
bear is mis
color, to a small group of children. Ask students sing.

ndand
Upthen
to study theSta
bears
Coclose
lorstheir eyes while you
Hel
p chilleaving
remove 1 of the
bears,
thetify
others
in by
place. Have
dren iden
colors
saying,
Eve
ryotheir
ne wea
the children open
eyes
andred
tellstan
which
bear is missing.
ring
d up..
. yellow...
blue... green. Have poin
t to the color as they stan
d.
PK-1
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Unit 2

Identify Geometric Shapes

..............
Overview Unit 2 . . . . . .

....................

....................

metric shapes. After the
children’s awareness of geo
Unit 2 focuses on developing
students use their ﬁngers to
d and named, the teacher and
model of a shape is presente
its form. The initial emphasis
shape to gain a perception of
outline the outer edge of the
le, oval, a cylinder or can, a
followed by a triangle, rectang
is on a circle and a square,
gths, widths, and
box. Children compare the len
sphere or ball, and a cube or
ber of shapes
make a graph to record the num
heights of objects. Students
in a small collection.

.......
....................
Learning basic shapes .

....................

................

....................

..................

Students learn to identify
basic geometric shapes and
understand the distinctive
attributes of each one.
ed
The forms of newly introduc
shapes are reinforced through
e.g.,
the use of precise language,
s,
line
ved
straight lines, cur
vertical, horizontal.

Objectives

ii

28

.................
....................

Unit 2 Pre-K

smallest,
attribute: big, little, biggest,
objects differing in just one
tallest, same height,
r,
talle
PK-14 Compare and order
th;
leng
e
sam
test,
ter, shor
same size; longer, longest; shor
, thin.
wide, narrow, same width, thick
, curved lines, circle, square,
sort plane ﬁgures: straight lines
be
PK-15 Identify, compare, and
es. Explore how shapes can
shap
te
. Slide, ﬂip, and rota
triangle, rectangle, and oval
es.
together to form new shap
made within shapes and put
ﬁgures: ball, can, and box.
the forms of 3-dimensional
PK-16 Identify and compare
g objects. Construct simple
probability and chance usin
PK-23 Explore concepts of
cts.
obje
3
to
arrangements using up
and tally
cts to make a graph. Count
for a graph. Use physical obje
PK-30 Gather information
numbers.
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Geometry

Whole-Part Relationships
Identifying matching shapes

Objective: To explore who
le-part relationships usin
g
attribute blocks. To iden
tify two matching shapes.
Materials: Set of attribute
blocks or attribute cards
(Master 4), yarn, crayons
, bag, paper
Storytime:

Name ____________
______

__________________

cra

n
yo

A Pair of Socks, Murphy
, Stuart J.
Reinforce: straight and
curved lines (page 22)

1

r

Int rod uc tor y Ac tiv ity

cra

yo

n

__________________

__________

these shapes.

b

y

g

the same shapes the
same color.

Whole-Part Relationship

s wit

h Attributes
Display the box or tub of
attribute shapes. Attribut
e
shapes vary in four way
s: shape (circle, square,
triangle,
rectangle), color (red, yell
ow, blue), size (small, big)
,
thickness (thick, thin). Mak
e a yarn ring next to the
box.
Select a circle and display
the shape to the class. As
you
run your fingers around
the edge of the circle, say,
This is
a round shape that will
roll.
Allow a child to roll the
shape.
Have volunteers, one by
one, place 1 round shape
inside a yarn ring. Make
a circular motion of you
r arms as
you ask, What shall we
call all the shapes inside
the
ring? (round) What mig
ht we call all the shapes
still in
the box? (not round) Em
phasize that the round shap
es are
a part of the whole set of
shapes.
Put the circles back in the
box. Repeat the activity
and
the questions, this time sepa
rating the shapes with corn
ers
from the whole set.

23
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It Moves
Give students a sheet of
paper and have them
work individually or with
a partner to make a
design of something that
moves using attribute bloc
ks.
Then help students trace
the design on the lower
part of
the paper and color the desi
gn. When they are finished
,
ask children to tell the stor
y of their picture and nam
e it.

rkm at Co nn ect ion s
Here are some of the sha
pes we have been workin
g
with. The letters in the
shapes at the top of this
page
tell us what color to use
for the shapes on the bot
tom.
What shape is this? Poin
t to the circle. The “r” insi
de
the circle means we will
color circle shapes red.
Take a
red circle block and put
it on the circle on this pag
e.
Now move your block and
color the circle red.
Repeat for the square and
triangle. Have students put
any color block on the rect
angle and color it green.

3

Sample

Art

Activity

I have a train car.

It Moves

Give students a sheet of paper and have them
work individually or with a partner to make a
design of something that moves using attribute blocks.
Then help students trace the design on the lower part of
the paper and color the design. When they are finished,
ask children to tell the story of their picture and name it.

Fo llo w- Up Ac tiv itie s

I have a train car.

Feel and Find

Place 1 attribute block of
each shape in a bag.
Display 1 of each shape
outside the bag. Point to
a shape. Ask a child to use
the sense of touch to find
the
matching shape inside the
bag.

PK-15

Pre-K Unit 2
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Unit 3

Counting Objects 1– 5

...
...................
Overview Unit 3 . . . . . .

...................

...................

....

from zero to ﬁve. Students
ntal perception of numbers
Unit 3 begins the fundame
e,
develop the concepts of sam
of equal or unequal size to
make and compare groups
are
e
ther
cts
w many” obje
question “how much” or “ho
more, and less. To answer the
lve visual, tactile, and
invo
s
vitie
them. The counting acti
in all, students must count
ures of objects and to the
match sets of objects to pict
aural perceptions. Children
ing two essential concepts:
hasis is placed on understand
written numerals 0 to 5. Emp
esponds to one element in
(every element in one set corr
one-to-one correspondence
cts stays the same
of number (the number of obje
the other) and conservation
to write symbols for
in
are arranged). Children beg
regardless of how the objects
second, third.
to ordinal positions—ﬁrst,
numbers and are introduced

..
...................
Counting to ﬁve . . . . . .

...................

...................

.....

During counting, the total
number is not named until the
last object is touched, “one,

two, three—three bears
in all.” A circular motion is
made with the hand after the
last bear is touched to
emphasize that the whole set
has been counted.

Objectives . . .

..................
...................
PK-2

PK-3
PK-5
PK-6
PK-7
PK-9

...................

ence and conservation
of one-to-one correspond
if they have the same
Develop an understanding
ne
rmi
dete
to
cts
sets of obje
of number. Compare two
number.
objects. Determine
has more or less (fewer)
Identify which of two sets has many objects or just one object.
cts
which of two sets of obje
through active
ection of up to ten objects
Count the number in a coll to 12 objects with the written numbers.
0
of
participation. Match sets
ure of 0–5 objects.
of 0–5 objects or for a pict
Write the number for a set
kward from any number
10. Count forward and bac
Order numbers from 0 to
between 1 and 10.
Identify ordinal numbers

ﬁrst to ﬁfth.

30
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h. Count

sical objects to make a grap

for a graph. Use phy
PK-30 Gather information
.
bers
num
tally
and
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Number

Numerals and Number
Matching numbers to numerals

Objective: To match 3 obje
cts with the numeral 3.
Materials: Teddy bear cou
nters or interlocking cub
es,
small empty margarine tubs
, salt box
Vocabulary: three

Name ____________
__________________

__________________

________________

3 bears, 3 chairs

StoryTime:
Three Ducks Went Wanderi
ng,

Roy, Ron

Reinforce: 1, 2, and man

y (pages 43 and 45)
cra

yo

n

the pictures of 3.

Counting 3
Name 3 children, asking
them to stand in front. How
many children are here
in front of the class? Tou
ch and
count 1, 2, 3, and make
a circular motion as you
say,
3 children.
Find an object in the room
of which there are exactly
3
(e.g., round tables). How
many round tables are
in this
room? How can we find
how many? (by countin
g)
Touch and count “one,”
touch and count “two,” touc
h and
count “three, three round
tables” as you make a circ
ular
motion with your hand.
Make the number 3 in the
salt box as you say, around
a tree and around a tree
, that’s the way to mak
ea
three. Have children mak
e a 3 in the salt
S a m p l e S t o r y T i m e A c t i vbox
i .t y

Find the pict
r with me (1, 2, 3, 3 bea
rs) Touch and
Summary:
littlemeducks
wander
count theThree
chairs with
(1, 2, 3, 3 chairs) How doe
the num
ber of
away from
their
mother
and
fall
into
dangerouss
bears com
pare to the num
ber of chairs?
(They
are thewhich
same, ther
situations
from
they
toirsescape.
e aremanage
as many cha
as bears)
Here is how we write 3
a num
Activity:
the story, as
then
give
ber each
and as a word.
PracticRead
e tracing the number 3
with meTell
in thethem
studentPra
3 ctic
yellow
interlocking
cubes.
air.
e tracing
the number 3 on your arm
your
that asfing
you
read
the
story
again,
you wantwith
them
er. Now practice tracing
the number 3 on your
papout
er with
to act it
by you
pretending
r crayon. that the three cubes
Now look
at the
pictures belo
are thetothree
little
ducklings.
Asw you
read
the cra
yon. the
We want
color each picture that
ws ducks
3 objectsany
story again,
stop
and
countshothe
time
. What
do you
see in the first picture
? (cubes) Place 1 cube on
you say,
“three
little
ducks.”
Ex. “One ﬁne eac
day,
h
picture
of a cub
e. How
many cubes are in the
picture?
Shoducks
three (3)
little
wandered
away
from their
uld we colo
r the cubes?
(yes) Look at the next
picture
. PlaceAlso
1 cubesay,
mother’s
nest.”
Let’s
them:
on eac
h triacount
ngle. How
many
triangles? (2) Should we
colo
r the triatouch
one, two,
three.
Have
the
student
and
ngle
s? (no)
Continue in the same way
with theAlso
remaini
move their ducks as they count.
reinforce
ng pictures.

ures of bears and chairs.
E - Threecou
Ducks
Wandering,
Roy, Ron
Touch and
nt eacWent
h bea

positional words by having the students move
their ducks up or down as the ducks in the
story go up or down.

PK-5

47
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A Model of 3

Have students sit in a circ
le on the floor. Empty a
pile
of teddy bear counters or
interlocking cubes in the
center
of the group. Pick up 1
teddy bear in your righ
t hand
and place the teddy bea
r in front of you on you
r left
side. Pick up 1 more tedd
y bear in your right han
d and
place it in front of you
to the right of the last tedd
y
bear. Pick up 1 more tedd
y bear in your right han
d
and place it in front of
you to the right of the
last teddy
bear. How many bears
do you have in front of
you? (3)
How do you know? (I cou
nted the bears.) Show me
how
to touch and count the
bears. One, two, three,
three
bears. (circular motion)

Matching Threes

Place cubes under six mar
garine tubs with
the following number of
cubes under each tub:
1, 2, 3, 3, 4, 5. Mix up the
tubs and arrange them in
2
rows. Children take turn
s lifting 2 tubs to see if they
can
find the matching number
of cubes. Mix up the orde
r of
tubs between turns.

Pre-K Unit 3
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Unit 4

Overview Unit 4

Identify and Build a Pattern

.......
...................

...................

...................

.....

patterns, they employ the
eptions of patterns. In making
In Unit 4, children form perc
or skills. They march around
touch, and they develop mot
senses of sight, hearing, and
develop rhythmic musical
r percussion instruments to
the room with drums and othe
manipulatives. Patterns
observed in clothing and with
patterns. Patterns of color are
with buttons, attribute blocks,
h as “big, little” are modeled
of shape and attributes suc
ion in space, such as
al patterns describe orientat
and pattern blocks. Position
“inside, outside.”
dren are asked the more
alternating A-B patterns, chil
After learning to copy simple
a few children will be able
uld come next?” At first, only
difficult question, “What sho
, additional children will
t item in a pattern. Increasingly
to follow and predict the nex
e
find that shapes can be mad
pattern. Students explore to
join in and be able to do the
.
pes
to make new sha
pes can also be put together
within other shapes, and sha
into two parts to see
pe
sha
a
e symmetry by folding
They identify figures that hav
if the parts match.

Building a pattern

.......
...................

...................

...................

...

Students learn to copy and
build alternating patterns
based on attributes of the
items, “white, black, white,
black.” They are asked to
continue the pattern to show
what comes next.

Objectives .

..................
...................
PK-4

...................

Identify and extend a pattern

..................

using color, people, objects,

pictures, and numbers.

from any number between
Count forward and backward
Order numbers from 0 to 10.
een.
betw
or
re,
befo
,
that comes next
1 and 10. Find the number
s, circle,
straight lines, curved line
, and sort plane figures:
pes. Explore
sha
te
rota
PK-15 Identify, compare
and
flip,
e,
le, and oval. Slid
square, triangle, rectang
together to form new
e within shapes and put
how shapes can be mad
ry.
met
sym
with
shapes. Identify figures

PK-7

ii
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Patterns

Continue a Pattern
Making a repeating pattern

Objective: To continue
a pattern made with ball
s
and blocks.
Materials: Attribute bloc
ks, balls and blocks, larg
e and
small marshmallows (opt
ional), beads of the sam
e size
but different colors (opt
ional), string, different-sh
aped
hollow macaroni pieces
(such as elbow macaron
i and
rigatoni), cereal of differen
t colors (optional)
Storytime:

Name ____________
__________________
__________________
________________

Circle the next shape.

Beep Beep, Vroom Vroom,
Murphy, Stuart J.
Reinforce: Oral Review
PK-5 counting to 5

Patterns with Attribute

Sample

Blocks

Divide the class into sma
S t o rayset
T of
i m e A c t i v i lltgrou
y ps, and give each group

attribute blocks. Have the
groups sort the blocks
by color. Demonstrate an
ABAB pattern for the clas
s using
blocks of one color (e.g.,
small red triangle, large
red
triangle, small red triangle,
large red triangle) Can you
Lesson 72
describe this pattern? Wh
ich shape should come
E - Beep Beep, Vroom Vroom,Afte
Murphy,
Stuart J.
next?
r you hav
e finished your pattern,
tell the students
Summary: As Molly
plays
with
her
big
to take
turns making a pattern with
their blocks and having
the othewill
brother’s toy cars, readers
r studsee
ents and
in therecognize
group describe the pattern
and
state which block should
patterns.
come next.

Activity: As you read the story have the
tternsin
witwhich
h Solids
students tell you the Pa
patterns
the cars
Using balls and blocks,
begor
in an ABAB pattern
are placed. They may(e.guse
beads
and blocks
., ball, block, ball, block)
encouraging the class to
interlocking cubes tostop
replicate
the
patterns
seen
you when they know the
pattern. This activity is best
on each page. If youdon
have
the
same
e on small
a carpetcars
or tow
el, so the balls don’t roll
away
easi
ly. Ask
colors as in the story,
this
makes
great
center
a voluantee
r to tell
you the pattern and find
the
next solidplace
in the the
activity. Have the students
cars
in
a
pattern.
This activity may also be
done
withthat
largpattern
e and smausing
ll marshm
pattern and then copy
crayons
allows.
onto Master 4-1.
Look at the beads on the
top string on this page.
These beads make a pat
tern. Who can describe
this
pattern? (white ball, ball
with stripe, white ball, ball
with stripe, white ball)
Which bead should com
e next? (ball with stripe)
Circle the next bead.
Repeat the instructions for
each of the other rows.

72
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Macaroni Necklaces

Give each pair or small
group a piece
of string and 2 different
shapes made from
macaroni. Have 1 child
begin making a macaron
i nec
S a mfoll
powi
l eng aApatt
r ern.
t Hav
C eenano
t ther
e r chilAdc t i v i
t yklace
guess the pattern
and complete the necklac
e.
The macaroni may be colo
red by putting food colo
ring
in rubbing alcohol. Stir
the pasta in the alcohol
mixture
until it is the desired colo
r.
Put
Macaroni Necklaceson newspapers to dry.
Cereal of different colors
maygroup
Give each pair or small
a piece
also be
used.
of string and 2 different shapes made from
macaroni. Have 1 child begin making a macaroni necklace
following a pattern. Have another child guess the pattern
and complete the necklace.
The macaroni may be colored by putting food coloring
in rubbing alcohol. Stir the pasta in the alcohol mixture
until it is the desired color. Put on newspapers to dry.
Cereal of different colors may also be used.

Patterns with Beads

If commercial beads of
different shapes are availab
le,
use the beads to make a
necklace following a spec
ial
pattern. Inexpensive pon
y beads may be purchase
d
and used.

72
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Unit 5

Attributes of Measurement

........
....................
Overview Unit 5 . . . . . . .

....................

...............

ength, height, width,
ibutes of measurement—l
Unit 5 introduces several attr
the length or height of
y. Students visually compare
thickness, weight, and capacit
surements such as a
length using non-standard mea
several pictures. They measure
might weigh more or weigh
cubes. They estimate which
hand, a foot, paper clips, and
visually compare the
a balance scale. Also, students
less, and become familiar with
e or less. They estimate the
to see which might hold mor
capacity of various containers
They cover a larger
perature (hot/cold) of objects.
duration of events, and the tem
explore the concept of area.
shape with smaller shapes to

..................
pacity, and duration . . .

gth, height, weight, ca
Learning to measure len
Students visually compare and
ht,
order objects by length, heig
weight, and capacity. Which

jar has more? How do
you know?

...
....................
Objectives . . . . . . . . . . . .

....................

....................

smallest,
attribute: big, little, biggest,
objects differing in just one
st, same height;
talle
r,
talle
PK-14 Compare and order
th;
leng
e
sam
ter, shortest,
same size; longer, longest; shor
, thin.
wide, narrow, same width; thick
ity takes
PK-18 Identify which activ

more time or less time.
t daily schedule.

ussion abou
PK-19 Participate in a disc
length
PK-20 Estimate and measure
objects by length and height.

city
(informally) the weight and capa
PK-21 Estimate and compare
re.
eratu
temp
and
concepts of area

ii
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Measurement

Comparing Length
Using visual comparisons to determine length

Objective: To estimate
and compare length usin
g visual
comparison and direct com
parison of objects.
Materials: Straws, cray
ons
Vocabulary: longest, sho
rtest
Storytime:

Name ____________
____________

__________________
__________________
____

Shortest to Longest
n
yo

cra

r — shor test
g — longest

Inch by Inch, Lionni, Leo
Reinforce: Oral Review
PK-4 pattern of sizes

1
Estimating Length with

Body

Parts
Review the meaning of
the length of body parts
that
might be useful in measuri
ng how long something
is
(thumb, small finger or
“pinky,” palm, hand span
,
forearm).
Ask students to estimate
and compare two of thei
r
body parts. Which is long
er, your footprint or you
r
hand span?
Have students estimate
then compare their hand
span
to the length of their foot
.
Repeat with 2 other com
parisons. (e.g., a thumb
to a
little finger, a hand span
to a forearm)

84
© Math Teachers Press,
Inc. Reproduction by any
means is strictly prohibited
.

Drawing Straws

Display 3 or more straws
of uneven length. Discuss
which straw is the shortes
t and ask students to exp
lain
their reasoning. Line up
the straws evenly on the
left to
check the students’ guesses
.
If a worm were to crawl
from one end of the stra
w
to the other end, on whi
ch straw would he hav
e to
crawl the shortest distanc
e? The longest? Put the
straws in order from sho
rtest to longest to demons
trate.
Now let’s pretend that
we’re playing a game and
we
draw straws to decide
who will get the first turn
. The
person who selects the
longest straw gets to go
first.
Hold the straws in your
hand so the tops are eve
n and
the bottoms are hidden.
Have 2 students select a
straw.
Have the class compare
the straws and decide who
S a mthe
p llong
e estSone
to
. r y T i m e A c t i v i t y has

2
Look at the worm, the
snake, and the ant at the
top
of this page. Which one
of these animals is long
est?
(the snake) Color the sna
ke green. Which one of
these
animals is shortest? (the
ant) Color the ant red.
Let’s use green and red
again for the next group
of
pictures. Point to the long
est straw and color it gre
en.
Point to the shortest stra
w and color it red.
Continue in the same way
for the pencils.

3
Skill Builders 20-2

Lesson 84
E - Inch by Inch, Lionni, Leo

Summary: To keep from being eaten, an
inchworm measures a robin’s tail, a ﬂamingo’s
neck, a toucan’s beak, a heron’s legs, and a
nightingale’s song.
Activity: Before reading the story, get some
green yarn and cut a set of 3 pieces of yarn that
are different lengths for each pair of students.
After you have read the story, tell the students
that some of the inch worm’s friends are having
a problem. Since they can’t ﬁnd the inchworm
to help them, they can’t decide which of them
is the84longest
which of them is the shortest
Unit 5and
Pre-K
in their group of 3 friends. Pass out a bag of 3
pieces of yarn to each student pair. Have them

PK-20
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Unit 6

Overview Unit 6

Counting Objects 6 –10

...............
....................

....................

....................

.........

ude counting up to 10
0–5 (covered in Unit 3) to incl
Unit 6 extends counting from
“1 more” to the previous
the numbers 6–12 by adding
and beyond. Students build
with 10 seats to gain a visual
to 10 bears to ﬁll up a boat
number counted. They use 6
skill in our base-10 number
ivalent to 1 ten, an important
model of 10 ones being equ
, and match objects to the
gnize numbers in written form
system. Students learn to reco
ﬁfth (5th) place.
n ordinal positions up to the
written numeral. Students lear

Counting from 6 to 12

..........
....................

....................

....................

........

Students learn to count the
er
number of objects in sets larg
the
ch
mat
than 5. Students
objects to a picture and to the
written numeral.

Objectives

...........
....................

....................

PK-9

Identify ordinal numbers ﬁrst

to ﬁfth.

to 31.
PK-10 Count aloud to 20,
en with digits.

0–31 writt
PK-11 Read aloud numbers

36
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...

ugh active participation.
ction of up to ten objects thro
Count the number in a colle
.
bers
num
en
writt
with the
Match sets of 0 to 12 objects
een 1
ward from any number betw
0 to 10. Count forward and back
PK-7 Order numbers from
een.
betw
or
re
comes next, befo
and 10. Find the number that

PK-5
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Number

Numbers to 10
Ordering numbers from 1 to 10

Objective: To make mod
els of numbers 1–5. To
match
pictures of models to the
numerals 1–5.
Materials: Tagboard card
s (4-inch by 5-inch) with
the
numerals 1 through 5 writ
ten on one side, a collecti
on
of small objects that can
be glued on cards (e.g.,
buttons,
bread tags, stickers, plas
tic paper clips, bottle cap
s, cereal
pieces), glue, interlocking
cubes
Storytime:

Name ____________
____________

__________________
__________________
____

Matching

1
3
2

The Cheerios Counting
Book, McGrath, Barbara
Barbieri
Reinforce: Oral Review
PK-4

pattern of solid shapes

Counting Reinforceme
nt

Each student will need a
set of tagboard cards with
the numbers 1 through 5
written on them, glue, and
a selection of small obje
cts to glue on each card
. The
students will make a set
of number cards for the
numbers
1 through 5.
First, have the students
select the card with the
number 1 printed on it.
They should turn the card
over,
and select an object to plac
e on the back of the card
,
gluing it in place. Continu
e for the numbers 2, 3, 4,
and 5.

5
102
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Front side

1

2

3

4

Different Ways To Make

5

Place a pile of interlocking
cubes in the middle of each
small group of students.
Please select 5 cubes and
put
them in front of you. Loo
k for and point out differen
t
ways that the students may
have arranged the 5 cub
es.
Examples:
5 close together
4 close together and 1 sepa
rated
3 close together and 2 sepa
rated

5

Back side

We can see that 5 objects
can be arranged in
different ways.
Look at the cards on the
left side of the page. Wh
at
picture do you see in the
top card on the left?
(2 black dots) Point and
count, 1, 2, 2 dots. Mak
ea
circular motion with you
r hand.
Now look at the number
s written on the right side
the page. Say the number
of
s aloud with me as I poin
t to
each one. Point to each
number and say it out loud
.
Where is the number 2
that matches the first pict
ure
on the left side? Point
to the number 2. Check
that
students have correctly
identified the 2. Now dra
w a line
from the picture of the
2 dots to the number 2.
Now, look at the next pict
ure on the left side.
What do you see? (4 dots
) Where is the number
4 that
matches this picture? Poi
nt to the number 4. Now
draw
a line from the picture
of 4 dots to the number
4.
Continue in the same way
for each card on the left.
102 Unit 6 Pre-K

Skill Builders 5-4

PK-5
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Putting Together
Exploring the results of adding one more to a set

ing one
the concrete level by join
Objective: To explore at
the
e
writ
and
l
tota
the
To tell
more to numbers up to 5.
set.
number in the
yboard
nters, Reading Rug Stor
Materials: Teddy bear cou
ber
num
es,
cub
king
interloc
(Unit 7 Master Workmat),
Cards
with 3 sections, Numeral
stair, frozen dinner trays
1–5 (Masters 7 and 8)

______
________________________
________________________
Name __________________

One More

Storytime:

3

Atzuko
One Gorilla, Morozumi,
g combining stories
elin
Reinforce: telling and mod

1

4

(page 121)

1

NOTE

3 + 1, most children
To solve the problem
think “1, 2, 3, 4.”
and
this age will count
able to count on
A few children may be
3 and thinking, “3,
from 3 by starting with
encourages
4.” The following activity
the larger
from
on
nt
cou
to
n
dre
chil
.
ber
num

Finding the Answer
Making up Problems,and
modeling stories with the

After you review telling
(Unit 7 Master Workmat),
Reading Rug Storyboard
say
time having the students
this
,
vity
acti
the
e
continu
lving
all. Make up stories invo
in
are
e
ther
rs
bea
y
how man
reading rug.
the
to
r
bea
e
mor
one
the joining of
rug.
4 bears on the reading
An example: There are
. Now there are
rug
the
on
them
ed
One more bear join
5 bears on the rug.

2
steps
e a problem as a series of
To help children visualiz
one
e
pag
this
at
e them look
that lead to a solution, hav
te
child a blank piece of whi
picture at a time. Give each
of the page in the
top
on
it
put
to
them
paper, and instruct
on the
see only the first picture
book and move it so they
e.
pag
the
of
left side of the top row
picture? (3 bears on a
What do you see in this
the right
your piece of paper to
e
mov
Now
rug)
ing
read
here?
see
you
do
at
ure. Wh
until you see the next pict
r
the rug) Now move you
to
king
wal
k
boo
a
.
(1 bear with
you see the last picture
il
unt
t
righ
the
to
er
piece of pap
rug)
ing
read
a
on
rs
bea
(4
What do you see?
t is happening in these
Tell me a story about wha
t,
rs on a reading rug. Nex
bea
3
pictures. (First, there are
4 bears on
are
e
ther
t,
Las
.
them
1 more bear comes to join
the
number cards that tell
the reading rug.) Find the
s
bers under the picture
num
the
Put
4).
and
1,
story (3,
e.
pag
this
of
at the top
in to
blank piece of paper aga
Have the children use the

122
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one at a
the bottom of this page
look at the 3 pictures on
story at
le
who
the
tell
dren
chil
time. Be sure to have the
e and/or
writ
and
s,
card
ber
g num
the end, find the matchin
e.
pag
the
on
bers
num
put the

3
s
Stories with Manipulative
for
make up their own stories

to
Have students continue
cklist
a clas
m psltoemodFel.oBe
l lsure
o wto-kee
U ppa che
A cwill
tivity
the rest ofSthe
e
ryon
eve
that
so
s
turn
had
e
of the children who hav
get a chance to participate.
may
itioned into three sections
s part
dinner tray
with
Manipulatives
FrozenStories
lem and how they
a prob
of
s
part
two
g
win
sho
Have
students
continue
to
make
up
their
own
stories for
be used for
ldren may use counters,
whole.
to form
of thea class
to Chi
model. Be sure
toies.
keep a checklist
therrest
join togethe
stor
el their
to mod
toys have
or smallwho
of ons
the,children
had turns so that everyone will
cubes, butt
get a chance to participate.
Frozen dinner trays partitioned into three sections may
be used for showing two parts of a problem and how they
join together to form a whole. Children may use counters,
cubes, buttons, or small toys to model their stories.

Skill Builders 26-1

Skill Builders 26-1

PK-26
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Unit 8

Taking Away
Exploring the results of taking away two from a set

Objective: To exp
lore the concept of
taking away at the
concrete level by rem
oving 2 from a set
of up to 5 objects.
Materials: Construc
tion paper (green,
blu
e, and red),
scissors, glue, farm
animal counters or
cards made from
Master 18, Numeral
Cards 1–5 (Masters
7 and 8), pictures
of barns (optional
)

Name __________
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
__

Two less

Vocabulary: horse,
cow, pig, duck, she
ep

3

Storytime:

Barn Dance, Martin
, Bill Jr. and John
Archambault
Reinforce: finger
play (page 141)

–

2

=

1

1

–

Creating a Farmya

rd

Storyboard
After reading Barn
Dance, each studen
t will
need scissors, glue,
and the following
cut from the correc
shapes
t color of constructio
n
pap
storyboard like the
er to make a
illustration below.
Let’s make a pictur
e of a farmyard.
Let’s pretend
the green paper is
the yard. There is
a small pond in
the yard. Put the
circle of blue paper
on your green
paper to be the po
nd. There is also
a red barn in the
yard. Put the ba
rn shape of red pa
per on your green
paper to be the ba
rn. Show pictures
of barns to the
students, if availab
le.

=

143
© Math Teachers
Press, Inc. Reprod
uction

3

1

by any means is
strictly prohibited.

2

BLUE

RED

GREEN

Introduce the farm
animal counters and
exploratory time wit
allow an
h the animals. If cou
nters are not
available, prepare
Farm Animal Cards
from Master 18.
Identify the anima
ls by name to the
students, and ask the
students how the ani
mals are alike and
how they are
different. (Similar
ities: all animals ma
y be found on a
farm, all have 2 eye
s and 2 ears. Differ
ences: number of
legs, size, shape, fea
thers or fur, etc.)

Telling and Mode

ling Farmyard St

ories
Tell or read farm sto
ries, asking the stu
dents to act out
the stories using the
ir farmyard pictur
es and farm anima
Be sure to tell storie
ls.
s involving taking
away. Examples:
Three cows are eat
ing in the farmyard
goes back to the
. One cow
barn. How many
cows are in the
farmyard?
Three ducks are
swimming in the
pond. One duck
leaves the pond to
go to the yard. Ho
w many ducks are
left in the pond?
Have the students
retell each of the sto
ries and model
them on the Farmy
ard Storyboard. Af
ter they have retold
the story, ask them
to find Numeral Ca
rds for the number
used in the stories.
s

Have children use
a blank piece of pap
er to look at this
page one picture at
a time as described
on page 122.
Look at the pictur
at rthe
Slaa m p l ees A
t top
C eof
nthe
t e pa
r ge.
A cTht ese
ivity
pictures tel
story about anim
als. There are 3 pa
the story. What is
rts to
the first part? (th
ere are 3 cows in the
fence) What is the
next paa
rt?
Creating
Farmyard
Storyboard
(2
cows leave) What
last part of the sto
is thewill
ry? (th
ere is 1Barn
After
reading
each student
cowDance,
left in the
Show number car
fence)
ds for eac
need
scissors,
glue,
thethi
following
shapes
h paand
rt of
copy the numbers
s
sto
ry. Now
into the
from the correct
color
of construction
paper to
make a
writin
g
spa
ce
picturcut
un
der each
e. You may assist
iting numbelow.
storyboard
like the wr
illustration
bers for the studen
after the
y select the correc
t
t Nume
make a picture
of ral
a farmyard.
Let’s pretend
Cards.
RepeaLet’s
t for the other 2 set
the green
paper is thes yard.
There
a small pond in
of pictur
es onisthi
s page.
the yard. Put the circle of blue paper on your green
paper to be the pond. There is also a red barn in the
yard. Put the barn shape of red paper on your green
paper to be the barn. Show pictures of barns to the
Skill Bu
ilders -2
students, if 27
available.

3

BLUE

GREEN
RED

PK-27, PK-29
Pre-K Unit 8
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Moving with Math® Connections

Universal screening assesses math readiness and identifies at-risk
students for differentiated instruction.

Manipulative based lessons engage students in the learning process
and encourage success through hands-on manipulatives, discussion,
and interactive games.

Develops literacy by using popular children’s stories to introduce
and explore important math concepts (StoryTime feature).

Communicates to home through family letters that keep family tuned into
the student’s progress in math and suggest fun activities to do together.

RTI ReadyTM to deliver all the intervention strategies recommended by
What Works Clearinghouse.

readyTM

Connections Pre-Kindergarten continues with RTI ReadyTM Connections Series:

◗ Connections Kindergarten
◗ Connections Grade 1
◗ Connections Grade 2
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